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EconTalk: from the Library of Economics and Liberty
The host, Russ Roberts, is an excellent interviewer who has on
really smart and varied guests who I always learn something
from.

The Forgotten Women of Juarez
You see the underbelly of corruption right over the border in
Mexico in this intriguing and often disturbing account of
these missing women.

Missing in Alaska
A major mystery in one of my favorite places! It’s 1972 in
Alaska and two congressmen vanish on a small plane, one of
them The US Speaker of the House, Cokie Roberts father and
the other the father of a recent US Senator Mark Begich.
They’re never found!?! Affairs and MOB ties all add to the
story.
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Next Pats — A Patriots Podcast
Football season or not, a guy needs his Patriots fix! This
podcasts breaks down every aspect of the off season—and
hopefully season too.

Paula Harris, Co-Founder

The Newsworthy
I stopped watching the news 8 years ago because
it’s all fear based. This news report is perfect. I get
the highlights of the “news made ‘fast, fair, fun’ —
in less than 10 minutes.”

The God Minute
Well, it’s really more like 10 minutes. It is a short,
reflective morning prayer and reflection that will
help your day rise in abundance and peace. Who
doesn’t desire a bit more peace and hope these days?
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Business Wars Daily
Business Wars Daily delivers a brief daily update on the latest
battles between the world’s biggest companies in about five
minutes. It’s always informative and entertaining.

American Elections: Wicked Game
Having taken a full year of the American Presidency’s while
in college, I find this one fascinating and full of drama! We
always think it’s the "worst of times” and “it’s never been like
this before” and then you learn more about history and
history just repeats itself, over and over.

Building A Story Brand by Donald Miller
I discovered Donald Miller this spring and love him for
his fun, entertaining and direct communication style. He
provides practical marketing advice by leveraging
telling stories to build your business, and personal
brand.

Choiceology by Dr. Katy Milkman
Choiceology, an original podcast from Charles Schwab,
explores the lessons of behavioral economics, exposing the
psychological traps that lead to expensive mistakes.It shares
stories of irrational decision making—from historical blunders
to the kinds of everyday errors that could affect your future.
So much of what we do revolves around helping clients
manage behaviors!
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Dawn Gorman, Director of Client Services

The Last Archive
This is an excellent podcast about the history of
evidence by historian Jill Lepore.

Griffin Brayer, Summer Intern

What's Good
A podcast where YouTuber's Miniminter & Randolph
discuss relevant and random topics while trying to keep
their friendship alive.

What the Tech!?
Hosted by Andrew Zarian and Paul Thurrott, What The
Tech!? delivers what every tech enthusiast needs - a
spotlight on new and emerging technologies from
around the world.
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